[The 5-word test in 37 depressed patients compared with 36 normal controls and 35 patients with mild Alzheimer's disease].
Patients with major depression (MD) express frequent memory complaints leading to consultations in memory clinics. The 5-word test (5WT) is a verbal memory test with semantic cueing, which has shown its sensitivity and its specificity in identifying patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD). Our objective was to evaluate memory performances of aged patients with MD compared with controls and AD patients. Characteristics of the 5WT were investigated in a sample of 37 patients with MD (66.8±7.5 years) compared with 36 normal controls (67.3±6.8 years) and 35 mild AD patients (67.5±6.1 years). Duration of depression was 15.3±11.5 years. Memory complaints of MD patients were ancient (4.6±5.5 years) and severe (McNair memory questionnaire=47.6±20.7). The Total score of MD patients did not differ from controls but was greater than those of AD patients. Learning and Memory scores of MD patients were significantly lower than those of controls and significantly greater than those of AD patients. Forgetting rate between Learning and Memory scores was more important in AD (72.4%) than in controls (2.8%) and MD (13.6%). No intrusions were recorded in controls, three MD patients each made one intrusion, whereas 80% of AD patients made between one to six intrusions (mainly during cued delayed recall). Receiver operating characteristic curves determined the most significant cut-off scores of the Total score. It appeared easy to discriminate AD patients from controls (cut-off=9, sensitivity=94.3%, specificity=100%) or MD patients (cut-off=8, sensitivity=88.5%, specificity=89.2%) whereas it was more difficult to discriminate MD patients from controls (cut-off=10, specificity=88.9%, sensitivity=37.8%). MD patients had significant difficulties with the 5WT as compared to controls, without being of the magnitude of those observed in AD patients. The 5WT allows a reliable evaluation of memory in MD patients. The presence of true memory deficits with the 5WT could not be ascribed to depression but to other pathological conditions. Consequently, further memory testing should be conducted.